An Elephant Never Forgets is a 1934 short cartoon film produced by Fleischer Studios and part of the Color Classics series. The film was directed by Dave Fleischer. In the middle of the jungle, all the animals go to school, singing along. Among these animals is an elephant who leads the chorus, a piglet who is full of mud, and a highly indifferent hippopotamus who walks so slow that a snail rapidly passes him. See more ideas about elephants never forget, keep it cleaner, household hacks. I'm so glad I found this AWESOME POST! I've already gotten a stain out of my favorite dress that I NEVER thought would come out! So happy I found this! Pinning! Cute Wedding Ideas. Wedding Goals. Wedding Tips Perfect Wedding Our Wedding Dream Wedding Wedding Hacks Wedding Stuff Budget Wedding. Camping Hacks With Kids Camping Bedarf Camping Survival Family Camping. An Elephant Never Forgets. ~Now~. Susan frowned, trying to focus on what Daphne was saying to her and struggling to comprehend the words. Susan pressed the elephant to her lips and sighed. Daphne would be feeling the loss soon, she knew. The elephant had become her constant companion, Susan knew. It fit perfectly into her jacket pockets, small as it was, and it was Daphne's reminder that there was someone that loved her for more than just her name. She'd keep it safe, for Daphne, she decided, slipping it into her own pocket.